Bioinspired fabrication of hierarchically structured, pH-tunable photonic crystals with unique transition.
We herein report a new class of photonic crystals with hierarchical structures, which are of color tunability over pH. The materials were fabricated through the deposition of polymethylacrylic acid (PMAA) onto a Morpho butterfly wing template by using a surface bonding and polymerization route. The amine groups of chitosan in Morpho butterfly wings provide reaction sites for the MAA monomer, resulting in hydrogen bonding between the template and MAA. Subsequent polymerization results in PMAA layers coating homogenously on the hierarchical photonic structures of the biotemplate. The pH-induced color change was detected by reflectance spectra as well as optical observation. A distinct U transition with pH was observed, demonstrating PMAA content-dependent properties. The appearance of the unique U transition results from electrostatic interaction between the -NH3(+) of chitosan and the -COO(-) groups of PMAA formed, leading to a special blue-shifted point at the pH value of the U transition, and the ionization of the two functional groups in the alkali and acid environment separately, resulting in a red shift. This work sets up a strategy for the design and fabrication of tunable photonic crystals with hierarchical structures, which provides a route for combining functional polymers with biotemplates for wide potential use in many fields.